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The Equivalence Myth of Quantum
Mechanics (Addendum)
F. A. Muller*
This addendum non-trivially strengthens one of the six claims of my two-part
paper &The Equivalence Myth of Quantum Mechanics', published in this journal in
1997. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

In Muller (1997a, 1997b), I analysed the inter-theoretic relations between matrix
mechanics, wave mechanics and quantum mechanics, and defended six claims.
Claim IIIB, asserting the &S-equivalence' of matrix mechanics and wave mechanics, appears however to be based on too weak a rigourous construal of what
SchroK dinger meant by &equivalence' in his celebrated equivalence-proof (1926).
This construal of SchroK dinger's notion of the equivalence (S-equivalence) crucially involved (besides other things we gloss over in the present addendum
becuse they remain untouched) the equinumerosity of the set of all bases of
¸2 (R) and the set of all pairs SP, QT of canonical matrices. I proved this by an
appeal to Von Neumann's Unitary-Uniqueness Theorem (UUT) (1997b, p. 234).
In private conversation, N.P. Landsman asked me how to understand the
relevance of UUT to the matter at hand. Re#ection on this question has led me
to conclude that UUT is irrelevant, because one easily proves the mentioned
equinumerosity without any appeal to it, by means of a simple cardinality
argument (elementary exercise). I did appeal to UUT because of a remark of
G. G. Emch's (1983, pp. 336}337), who stated that SchroK dinger's equivalence&proof ' is a precursor of UUT. This remark of Emch's is incorrect and misleading; see Muller (1998, p. 372, fn. 528) for an explanation.
The historically more faithful construal of SchroK dinger's intentions is
to require for proper S-equivalence (in addition to the things we gloss over)
that moment mapping M (Muller, 1997, eqn (39)) exists and is bijective. The
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equinumerosity of M's domain and range (S-equivalence) entails the existence of
some bijection between these sets, but we must require that M quali"es as such
a bijection (proper S-equivalence), otherwise the moment problem becomes
irrelevant and this would scandalise SchroK dinger's notion of equivalence entirely
(1997a, p. 57). (For comparison: in Muller (1998, p. 366) we simply call &Sequivalence' what we call here &proper S-equivalence' and ignore there altogether what we call here, and called in Muller (1997a, 1997b), &S-equivalence'.)
The moment mapping M relates a basis M/ N of ¸2(R) to a canonical pair
j
SP, QT (and their polynomials) via the canonical wave operator QK and the
inner-product-integrals of ¸2 (R):
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and mutatis mutandis for PK . As soon as some member of M/ N does not lie in the
j
domain of the linear wave operator ring generated by PK and QK , i.e. not in
Schwarz-space S (R), then for some power QK n or some power PK m, the integral (1)
or the integrand of S/ DPK m/ T, respectively, is ill-de"ned. By implication,
j
j
M does not exist with as its domain the set of all wave bases. So the very least we
need in order to refute the proper S-equivalence of matrix mechanics and wave
mechanics is some solution of SchroK dinger's equation (with self-adjoint Hamiltonian) that does not lie inside S (R).
All l"0 solutions of the hydrogen atom with its most simple Hamiltonian
(i.e. SchroK dinger's of 1926: PK 2/2m#< (r), where < is the Coulomb-potential, in
#
#
¸2 (R3, r2dr sin h (d h du)), are not smooth because the derivatives of their radial
wavefunctions have a singularity at r"0, see Schi! (1995, p. 86) (I thank N.P.
Landsman for bringing this to my attention). Further, in the example of an
arbitrary "nite potential well, some eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian have
a discontinuity, or their derivatives have one, or both have one (ibid., pp. 32}33).
In the example of a square potential well, discontinuities occur in the second
derivative of the eigenfunctions at the edges, as one easily veri"es (ibid., p. 36).
Hence proper S-equivalence is refuted.
But that is not the end of our story. We really should drop the requirement of
smoothness and allow for piece-wise smooth wave bases, say, because all that
matters is that we obtain matrices, for which the existence of the de"nite integrals
su$ces. Furthermore, most potentials in physics have singularities and the
eigenfunctions of the corresponding Hamiltonians are by consequence never
smooth, so smoothness of wave bases is too restrictive for physics anyway. We
cannot tinker with the other requirement for a wave basis to live in S (R),
namely falling o! faster than any power in q, because if some member of some
basis M/ N for ¸2 (R) does not fall o! faster than some power, n say, then the
j
integral (1) with integrand containing qn will diverge.
Hence a more inclusive set than Schwarz-space is called for, S` (R) say,
consisting of exactly those wave functions which are piece-wise smooth and fall
o! faster than any power.
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In order to refute S`-equivalence, we have to "nd some solution of
ShchroK dinger's equation which is not even piece-wise smooth. In fact, one can
consider pretty pathological, arguably &unphysical', potentials, such as a harmonic oscillator plus a bounded, nowhere di!erentiable function (such as the
famous Weierstra{-function). Then the groundstate is nowhere twice-di!erentiable and therefore not piece-wise smooth. (For an overview of SchroK dingeroperators, *#<, see Simon (1982) and references therein.) ¹his refutes even
proper S`-equivalence.
To conclude, anyone who claims that today matrix mechanics and wave
mechanics, as we currently know these theories, are &equivalent' in SchroK dinger's
intended sense (proper S-equivalence), or in some reasonably weakened sense
(such as proper S`-equivalence), is not stating a mathematically established fact,
but is perpetuating the Equivalence Myth of quantum mechanics.
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